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Abstract

We address here the question of whether the characters of an RCFT are modular
functions for some level N , i.e. whether the representation of the modular group SL2(Z)
coming from any RCFT is trivial on some congruence subgroup. We prove that if the

matrix T , associated to

(

1 1
0 1

)

∈ SL2(Z), has odd order, then this must be so. When

the order of T is even, we present a simple test which if satisfied — and we conjecture it
always will be — implies that the characters for that RCFT will also be level N . We use
this to explain three curious observations in RCFT made by various authors.

This is the presubmission copy. We are interested in receiving any feedback.
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The published version of this paper will assume slightly more mathematical sophistication; both versions

have equivalent content but this one is a little more pedagogical.
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1. Introduction

Associated to a rational conformal field theory (RCFT), or related structures such
as affine Kac-Moody algebras or rational vertex operator algebras (VOAs), is a finite-
dimensional representation ρ of the (homogeneous) modular group SL2(Z). In particular,

we write1 S := ρ

(

0 1
−1 0

)

and T := ρ

(

1 1
0 1

)

. S determines the fusion coefficients N c
ab

in the RCFT, by Verlinde’s formula:

N c
ab =

∑

d∈Φ

Sad Sbd S∗
cd

S0d
(1)

where a, b, c, d ∈ Φ label the finitely many primary fields. This modular representation is
realised by the characters cha(τ), a ∈ Φ, of the RCFT:

cha(−1/τ) =
∑

b∈Φ

Sab chb(τ) (2a)

cha(τ + 1) =
∑

b∈Φ

Tab chb(τ) (2b)

Basic known properties of ρ (i.e. S and T ) will be quickly reviewed in §2.
In this paper we address one of the most fundamental questions about these modular

functions cha(τ): are they fixed by a congruence subgroup? The main results of this paper
are Theorems 2 and 4. Other interesting results are the group presentations in Lemma 1,
the explanations in §3, and the two propositions.

Let Γ denote SL2(Z). By a congruence subgroup we mean any subgroup of Γ containing

Γ(N) := {M ∈ Γ |M ≡
(

1 0
0 1

)

(mod N)}

for some N . Γ(N) is called the principal congruence subgroup of level N . We are interested
in whether a given representation ρ of Γ ‘factors through a congruence subgroup’, i.e.
whether ρ sends Γ(N) to the identity matrix I. This would tell us that ρ is actually a
representation of the finite group

SL2(N) := SL2(Z/NZ) ∼= Γ/Γ(N) ,

consisting of all 2 × 2 matrices M with entries from the integers mod N and with deter-
minant |M | ≡ 1 (mod N). In other words, the matrices S and T would generate a group
〈S, T 〉 isomorphic to some factor group of SL2(N). We will say a given RCFT has the
Γ(N) congruence property if its modular representation ρ is trivial on some Γ(N). This
implies that its characters cha are all fixed by, i.e. modular for, Γ(N). This would mean
that the cha are all level N modular functions.

1
Note that our choice of S is slightly different from that made by some other authors. This is discussed

more fully four paragraphs into section 2.
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See [AS,J] and references therein for some samples from the theory of noncongruence
subgroups. The main reason congruence subgroups are so familiar is that they arise wher-
ever theta functions of quadratic forms (or lattices) do, as was first shown by Hecke and
Schoeneberg (c. 1940) — see for instance Chapter VI of [O] for details (our methods result
in a new proof, given in section 4 below). In actual fact, congruence subgroups are far
rarer than noncongruence ones: if we look at an arbitrary subgroup G of Γ with finite
but large index ‖Γ/G‖, the probability will be almost 1 that it is noncongruence. More
precisely [J], the number of noncongruence subgroups G of index n = ‖Γ/G‖ grows faster
than (n

e )
n
6 , while the number of congruence subgroups of index n is bounded above by the

much smaller number n1+9 log
2
n.

Or for another indication of their comparative numbers, recall that given a subgroup G
of Γ with finite index, we can construct the Riemann surface (with finitely many punctures)
G\H from the upper half-plane H. By the genus of G we mean the genus of that Riemann
surface. Then for any given genus, there are only finitely many congruence subgroups G
but infinitely many noncongruence subgroups [J].

SL2(Z) is truly exceptional. By comparison, all finite-index subgroups of SLn(Z), for
n ≥ 3, are congruence!

The first example of a noncongruence subgroup goes back to Klein (1879), and we can
obtain infinitely many examples as follows. Consider the function ξ(τ) := η(τ)/η(13τ),
where η is the Dedekind eta. Then ξ is a genus-zero modular function for Γ(26), but for

any m = 2, 3, 4, . . ., its mth root ξ(τ)
1

m (taking the principal branch of log ξ) is a genus-zero
modular function for a noncongruence subgroup [AS].

Nevertheless, several people (e.g. [Mo,E,ES,DM,BCIR,B]) have conjectured (or at least
speculated on the possibility of) the following:

Conjecture 1. All RCFTs have the congruence property, so in particular their
characters cha(τ) are modular functions for some Γ(N).

We will strengthen Conjecture 1 slightly, in §3.
Why is this conjecture not simply naive optimism? After all, it was not even known

(see below) whether the subgroup of Γ fixing the cha has finite index. A reason for
suspecting the truth of the conjecture is that all known RCFTs possess the congruence
property — see for instance §4. But the best motivation for Conjecture 1 is the following
hope, originally observed empirically by Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer [AS]:

Conjecture 2. Let f(τ) = qc
∑∞

n=0 an qn/b 6≡ 0 be a modular function for some
subgroup G of Γ and some b ∈ N, c ∈ Q. If the Fourier coefficients an are all algebraic
integers, then G is a congruence subgroup.

The most important examples of algebraic integers here are the ‘rational integers’ Z,
and the ‘cyclotomic integers’ Z[ξn] given by polynomials with coefficients in Z, evaluated
at some nth root of unity ξn.

The converse of Conjecture 2 is known to be true (see for example Ch. 6 of [L]):
the modular functions for Γ(N) with Fourier coefficients ak ∈ Z[ξN ] span the space of all
modular functions for Γ(N).

Now, the coefficients of our RCFT characters cha are in fact rational integers, so
Conjecture 2 would imply Conjecture 1, at least if the RCFT characters were linearly
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independent (which in general they aren’t — we will return to this important point in §2).
Thus Conjecture 2 strongly suggests (but in general won’t imply) Conjecture 1. Although
Conjecture 2 seems plausible and would be an important result in automorphic function
theory, it remains unproven.

Why should we care about Conjecture 1? For one thing, congruence subgroups are
much more familiar, and are also much better understood — relatively little is known
generally about noncongruence subgroups. The main technical difficulty with the latter is
the lack for them of a satisfactory theory of Hecke operators. Whenever the rich theory of
modular functions is applied to RCFT theory, a simplifying (and for many purposes nec-
essary) assumption is certainly that the characters be modular for a congruence subgroup.
See e.g. [ES] for such results, and [E] anticipates that the classification of all (not neces-
sarily unitary) RCFTs with effective central charge c̃ ≤ 1, would follow quickly from some
technical modular function results (Serre-Stark) and the congruence property. It would
also be very useful to know that ρ is in fact a representation of the finite group SL2(N),
as those groups are so well-understood. For instance, their representations have been clas-
sified [TNW], and [E] suggested we should use that to classify the possible modular data
in RCFTs obeying the congruence property.

By comparison, any finite group generated by an order 2 and an order 3 element
together — e.g. the alternating group An for n ≥ 9 — will be a factor group of Γ (this
is because PSL2(Z) is isomorphic to the free product Z/2Z ∗ Z/3Z). So we can’t expect
many interesting general results on the finite quotients Γ/G, unless we assume in addition
that e.g. G is a congruence subgroup.

In that sense, the main value of our paper could be to unlock a door behind which
could lie some mathematical riches for RCFT.

Also, Conjecture 1 would help explain some curiousities in RCFTs (see §3 below). An

example is the observation made in [BI] that the commutant for A
(1)
ℓ level k has an integral

basis. More important is the Galois action for any RCFT [CG]: in §3 we will interpret this
as the natural Galois action on level N modular functions [L].

To help put Conjecture 1 into perspective, consider the much weaker statement that
the matrices S, T for any RCFT must necessarily generate a finite group (i.e. that the
subgroup of Γ fixing all the characters cha(τ) has finite index in Γ). Even that was not
known to be true (but see Theorem 4 below). It is tempting to suspect that the obvious
relations between S, T stated below in the second paragraph of §2 are enough to guarantee
this. However, that is a false hope: in actual fact, the group defined by the presentation2

〈S, T |TN = S4 = (ST )3 = I, S2 and T commute〉

equals SL2(N) for N ≤ 5 but is infinite for all N > 5. Imposing the additional condition
S2 = I doesn’t help: 〈S, T 〉 then equals [CM] the symmetric group S3 for N = 2, the
tetrahedral group A4 for N = 3, the octahedral group S4 for N = 4, the icosahedral group
A5 for N = 5, and again is infinite for any N > 5. This 〈S, T 〉 (with S2 = I) is called the
triangle (or polyhedral) group (2, 3, N).

2
To the left of the bar are the generators, to the right are the relations.
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Thus for 〈S, T 〉 to be finite, we need additional ‘nonobvious’ relations between the
matrices S and T . (Imposing additional relations is equivalent to quotienting (2, 3, N) by
some normal subgroup.) At least for N not a multiple of 6, we find in Theorem 2 exactly
one additional relation that will accomplish this; moreover, it is easy to check this relation
in practice and surprisingly when it holds (which we believe is always) it tells us this finite
group will be a factor group of SL2(N). Indeed, in Theorem 4 we apply this test to prove
Conjecture 1 for N odd.

Incidentally, all finite factor groups of the triangle group (2, 3, 6) have been classified
by Newman (1964). The finite factor groups of (2,3,7) are important in Riemann surface
theory and are called Hurwitz groups.

In the next section we give a simple test for determining whether or not a given RCFT
has the congruence property, and we prove the congruence property when N is odd. While
our test falls just short of establishing that all RCFTs (i.e. also N even) must have the
congruence property, it demonstrates why generic RCFTs should. In the process we obtain
natural presentations of the group SL2(N). This simplifies the congruence subgroup test
of [H], as we discuss briefly in §4.

2. When an RCFT has the congruence property

2.1. RCFT modular data. Consider the matrices S, T corresponding to a given RCFT.
We will explicitly state in the next two paragraphs all properties of S, T we will need.

Because S and T correspond to a representation of Γ, we know (ST )3 = I, and the
charge-conjugation matrix C := S2 commutes with both S and T . The matrices S, T are
both unitary and symmetric, and T is diagonal. Also, we know [AM] there exists some
integer N > 0 for which TN = I. Automatically in RCFT the characters are holomorphic
in the upper half-plane. Incidentally, this also implies from (2) that each cha will be
‘meromorphic at each cusp’ — e.g. meromorphicity at the cusp i∞ would mean that each
cha has a Laurent expansion in the local coordinate q

1

N . Hence the Γ(N) congruence
property would imply the characters are all level N modular functions (the converse is not
necessarily true, because the characters will be linearly dependent in general — see below).

We know from [CG] that the entries Sab of S must lie in a cyclotomic extension Q[ξn]
of Q. ξn here is the nth root of unity exp[2πi/n], and Q[ξn] can be thought of as all
complex numbers of the form a0 + a1ξn + · · ·+ akξk

n, where the coefficients ai are rational.
The Galois group Gal(Q[ξn]/Q) of Q[ξn] is defined to be the automorphisms of the field
Q[ξn] which fix Q. This Galois group is isomorphic to the multiplicative (mod n) group
of integers coprime to n, which we write Z∗

n: specifically, the Galois automorphism σℓ

corresponding to ℓ ∈ Z∗
n takes the number a0 +a1ξn + · · ·+akξk

n to a0 +a1ξ
ℓ
n + · · ·+akξℓk

n .
Think of σℓ as a generalisation of complex conjugation — in fact complex conjugation
equals σ−1. Now, choose any σ ∈ Z∗

n, then [CG]

σ(Sab) = ǫσ(a) Sσa,b = ǫσ(b) Sa,σb (3a)

where ǫσ(a) ∈ {±1} are signs, and a 7→ σa defines a permutation of Φ, independent of
b. If we define for each such σ the matrix Gσ given by (Gσ)ab = ǫσ(a) δb,σ(a), then the
assignment σ 7→ Gσ defines a representation of Z∗

n and (3a) reads

σ(S) = GσS = SG−1
σ . (3b)

4



For instance, charge-conjugation C = G−1. This important Galois action (3a) holds for
any RCFT, and is a consequence of the basic properties of S, T given in the previous
paragraph, together with the fact that the fusion coefficients N c

ab in (1) are rational. All
of these are basic ingredients in any RCFT [MS].

A minor clarification should be made. There is an equally valid alternate choice for S,

namely ρ

(

0 −1
1 0

)

, which is more commonly made in the literature, resulting in slightly

different formulas. These two possibilities for S are complex conjugates of each other. For
example our equations (ST )3 = (TS)3 = I would become (ST )3 = (TS)3 = C. The choice
we have made seems to result in slightly cleaner formulas.

Strictly speaking, the RCFT characters cha(τ) will not in general be linearly indepen-
dent and so equation (2a) will not uniquely determine S. The simplest example of this
(there are others) is that a and its charge-conjugate Ca will always have equal characters
cha = chCa, even though often a 6= Ca. The obvious way out is to introduce additional
variables in addition to τ , so cha then would involve a more ‘sensitive’ trace. The most
familiar instance is the transition from the theta function θ(τ) =

∑

n∈Z
qn2/2 to its Jacobi

form θ(τ, z) =
∑

n∈Z
qn2/2rn, where q = e2πiτ and r = e2πiz. This is precisely what is

done for the affine Kac-Moody algebras [KP]. This technical point unfortunately is usually
overlooked in the literature, and we will return to it in §3 (see also [GG]). Until it gets
clarified though, and we learn how to obtain S unambiguously from the RCFT characters,
it will be much more difficult to apply modular (or Jacobi) function theory rigourously
and nontrivially to RCFT.

2.2. A natural presentation of SL2(N). A key tool we need are generators and
relations for the finite group SL2(N). There has been quite an industry in this direction
(see e.g. [M,BM,CR,H,H2]). With a little effort we can write them in the following more
transparent form.

Lemma 1. Choose any N ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}. By ‘ 1
p ’ we mean the integer-valued multi-

plicative inverse of p mod N . Then we get the following presentations for SL2(N):
(a) For N coprime to p, where p either equals 2 or 3,

SL2(N) = 〈s, t | tN = s4 = 1, (st−1)3 = s2, gs = sg−1, gt = tp
2

g where g := st
1

p stpst
1

p 〉

(b) For N coprime to p, where p either equals 5 or 7,

SL2(N) = 〈s, t | tN = s4 = 1, (st−1)3 = s2, gs = sg−1, gt = tp
2

g, g = tp
p−1

2 st−
2

p st−
p−1

2 st2s,

where g := st
1

p stpst
1

p 〉

(c) Write N = 2em where m is odd. Let d be any integer satisfying the congruences d ≡ 1
(mod 2e), d ≡ 0 (mod m). Write d2 and d3 for the multiplicative inverses (mod N)
of 2− d and 2d + 1. Then

SL2(N) = 〈s, t | tN = s4 = [t2
e

, stms−1] = [g∗, t] = 1, (st−1)3 = s2, g∗s = sg−1
∗ ,

g2s = sg−1
2 , g2t = t4−3dg2, g3s = sg−1

3 , g3t = t8d+1g3, where

g∗ := (st1−2d)3, g2 := std2st2−dstd2 , g3 := std3st2d+1std3〉

5



Of course d in part (c) is guaranteed to exist, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem. By

e.g. ‘[g∗, t] = 1’ we mean that g∗ and t commute. We have in mind here that t =

(

1 1
0 1

)

,

s =

(

0 1
−1 0

)

, and g =

(

p 0
0 1

p

)

←→ Gp. The monomial stms−1 in (c) will then be
(

1 0
−m 1

)

. Note in (c) that d2 = 1
2(1 + d + iN) where d ≡ 1 + iN (mod 2e+1), and that

d3 = 1− 2
3(d− jN) where d ≡ jN (mod 3f+1) and 3f is the power of 3 exactly dividing N .

Since in all these cases SL2(N) clearly satisfies the given relations, all we must prove here
is that we have included enough relations. We won’t use (b) in what follows. Our proof
of the third presentation exploits the fact that SL2(LM) ∼= SL2(L)× SL2(M) whenever L
and M are coprime — we could have also used powers of 3 rather than 2. An important
feature of our presentations is that the g’s correspond to certain automorphisms of the
group SL2(N), as we will discuss in §3 and exploit shortly.

Proof of the Lemma. Writing c := s2, we get in all three cases that c commutes with
s and st−1, hence with everything, and also that (st)3 = (ts)3 = 1.

To get a presentation for SL2(N) when N is coprime to some prime p, it is enough to
adjoin the relation ‘tN = 1’ to any presentation for the infinite group SL2(Z[ 1

p
]) where Z[ 1

p
]

denotes the ring { ℓ
pi | ℓ, i ∈ Z}. This important fact is a quick corollary of a deep theorem

by Mennicke [M] showing that any finite subgroup of SL2(Z[ 1p ]) contains a congruence

subgroup; the short proof of that corollary is given on p.1433 of [BM]. Presentations
for SL2(Z[ 1p ]) are given in [M] and most effectively [H2]. In particular, for p = 2 or 3

the presentation given in Theorem 5 of [H2] implies that whenever N is coprime with p,
SL2(N) is generated by x, y satisfying

xy−px = y−pxy−p (4a)

(xy−px)2 = (xpy−1xp)2 (4b)

xpy−1xp = y−1xpy−1 (4c)

(xy−px)4 = xN = 1 (4d)

Put x = t and y = st−
1

p s−1. It is enough to show, using the relations given in part
(a), that this substitution satisfies the five relations in (4).

Now, xy−px = tsts−1t = s and xpy−1xp = tpst
1

p s−1tp = tpgt−
1

p s = gs, so equations

(4) say s = sts−1tsts−1, s2 = gsgs, gs = st
1

p s−1tpst
1

p s−1 and s4 = tN = 1, all of which
clearly follow from the relations in part (a).

The proof of (b) is similar, and uses the presentation of SL2(Z[ 1p ]) given on p.944 of

[H2].
Finally, turn to the most difficult case: part (c). Define Se = tdstdstdc, Te = td,

So = sS−1
e and To = t1−d, where c = s2. We first want to show Se and Te commute with

both So and To.
Begin with the observation that the relation [t2

e

, stms−1] = 1 means, taking appro-
priate powers, that td−1 and stds−1 = stdsc commute. Hence stdstdstd = td−1stdststd =

6



td−1stdt−1sct−1td = td−1std−1std−1c, and by similar reasoning tdstdstds = tdststdstd−1 =
td−1std−1std−1c. Thus s and Se commute, so so do Se and So. This calculation says
So = (std)−3 = (tds)−3 = t1−dst1−dst1−dc, hence Te(st

d)3 = (tds)3Te and so we get that
So and Te also commute.

By the same reasoning, SeTo = tdstdstc = tstdstdc = ToSe, so Se and To commute.
Trivially, Te and To commute. Thus the subgroups Ge := 〈Se, Te〉 and Go := 〈So, To〉
commute, and Ge × Go equals the full group generated by s, t. We will be done if we can
show Ge and Go obey the SL2(2

e) and SL2(m) relations, obtained from (a).
Note that g2

∗ = g∗(st
1−2d)3 = st1−2dg−1

∗ (st1−2d)2st1−2dt2d−1s−1 = st1−2dt2d−1s−1 =
1, so g∗ has order 2 and commutes with both s, t. Define now α(s) = g∗s and α(t) =
t1−2d. Because α(s) and α(t) obey all our relations in (c), α extends to a well-defined
group endomorphism of 〈s, t〉 — in fact a group automorphism since α2 = id. (of course
(1 − 2d)2 ≡ 1 (mod N)). Now, hit t1−dst1−dst1−dc = So = (std)−3 with α: we get
So = (g∗st

−d)−3 = (tds)3g∗c = S−1
o g∗c. Thus S2

o = g∗c, and hence S4
o = 1. Together with

s4 = 1, we get S4
e = 1. Now, (SeTe)

3 = (S−1
o sTe)

3 = S−3
o (std)3 = S−4

o = 1 and hence also
(SoTo)

3 = 1.
Finally, g2 and g3 obey the relations for g appearing in the SL2(m) and SL2(2

e)
presentations obtained from (a); that we have both g2 ∈ Go and g3 ∈ Ge, can be seen by
using two more automorphism arguments. Namely, define α2(s) = g2s, α2(t) = t2−d, then
α2 is seen to define an automorphism for our group 〈s, t〉. Evaluating α(1) = α2(SoTo)

3

gives 1 = Sog
−1
2 T 2

o g2SoT
2
o Sog

−1
2 To = SoT

1

2

o SoT
2SoT

1

2 g−1
2 , hence g2 = SoT

1

2

o SoT
2
o SoT

1

2

o as
it should. The proof for g3 is identical.

The best presentation for N = m odd is [CR]:

SL2(m) = 〈x, y | x2 = (xy)3, (xy4xy(m+1)/2)2ymx2k = 1〉

where k := [m/3] (rounded down). This is optimal, in the sense that at least 2 generators
are needed (since SL2(m) isn’t cyclic) and at least as many relations as generators are
needed (since SL2(m) is finite). More generally, for any finite group G, the number of
relations minus the number of generators in any presentation must at least equal the
rank of the ‘Schur multiplier’ M(G) of G. M(G) is always a finite abelian group; for
G = SL2(N) it was computed in [B1] and equals Z/2Z whenever 4 divides N , otherwise
it’s trivial. Hence when 4 divides N , the best possible is 3 relations, but it seems 5 (the
number we use) is the best that has been achieved thus far in the literature. Of course it
goes without saying that the usefulness of a presentation is not merely determined by the
number of generators and relations.

2.3. The congruence property for general RCFT. The following theorem is one of two
main results in this paper.

Theorem 2. Consider any RCFT. Choose any integer N so that TN = I. Then our
RCFT has the Γ(N) congruence property, provided either:

(a) for N coprime to either p = 2 or p = 3, GpT = T p2

Gp;

(b) for arbitrary N = 2em where m is odd (let d be as in the Lemma), the following four
relations all hold:

7



(i) T 2e

commutes with STmS−1;
(ii) G2d−1 T = T G2d−1;
(iii) G2−d T = T 4−3d G2−d; and
(iv) G1+2d T = T 1+8d G1+2d.

Proof. Consider first N in (a). Consider the equation (ST )3 = I, and apply the Galois
automorphism σp to it. We get SG−1

p T pGpST pSG−1
p T p = I, which we can simplify using

(a) to get S T
1

p S T p S T
1

p = Gp.
We find then that the assignments s 7→ S, t 7→ T , g 7→ Gp obey all the relations in

the Lemma, proving Theorem 2(a).
The proof of Theorem 2(b) is similar.

In part (b), the matrix STmS−1 corresponds to the 2× 2 matrix

(

1 0
−m 1

)

. We see

that G1−2d lies in the centre.
The conditions (a) and (b)(ii),(iii),(iv) appearing in Theorem 2 are surprisingly simple,

and we show in Theorem 4 and §4 how easy they are to verify in practice. In (i), the roles
of m and 2e can be interchanged if it is more convenient. Also, we could just as easily use
the factorisation N = 3f ℓ for gcd(ℓ, 3) = 1 and SL2(N) ∼= SL2(3

f )× SL2(ℓ), and make the
appropriate changes to (i)–(iv).

Consider (i): it is equivalent to the statement

Uac :=
∑

b

SabS
∗
cbT

m
bb = 0 unless T 2e

aa = T 2e

cc . (5)

This matrix U is symmetric and unitary, and has order 2e. Note that for any σℓ ∈
Gal(Q[S, T ]/Q), σℓUac = ǫℓ(a) ǫℓ(c) (Uℓ)σa,σc. To see how (5) can be proved in practice,
see section 4. We will have more to say about U shortly.

The converse of Theorem 2 can also be expected to hold: we expect (6a) below to hold
for all ℓ, and condition (i) is a consequence of the factorisation SL2(N) ∼= SL2(m)×SL2(2

e).
In fact, if the characters cha were all linearly independent, then by the Galois action
argument of §3, Theorem 2 would be an ‘if and only if’.

2.4. Galois and T. Suppose now we have an RCFT which may or may not have the
congruence property. In practice (see §4) it is easy to verify any condition of the form

GℓT = T ℓ2Gℓ (6a)

or equivalently

Tσℓa,σℓa = T ℓ2

aa . (6b)

Let us derive some easy consequences of (6a). Clearly, if ℓ obeys (6a), so does any ±ℓj .
Let M be an integer such that the cyclotomic field Q[ξM ] contains all entries of S and

T — we know it exists by [CG]. Then for any ℓ ∈ Z∗
M obeying (6a), hitting (ST )3 = I

with σℓ gives

Gℓ = S T
1

ℓ S T ℓ S T
1

ℓ = T ℓ S T
1

ℓ S T ℓ S . (6c)
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(6c) has two immediate consequences. Firstly, if ℓ ∈ Z∗
M obeys (6c), then the group 〈S, T 〉

has the automorphism defined by S 7→ GℓS, T 7→ T ℓ. The reason is that any relation
between S and T (i.e. monomial SaT b · · ·SyT z = I) will also be obeyed by σℓ(S) = GℓS
and σℓT = T ℓ ((6c) is needed to tell us that σℓ(S) ∈ 〈S, T 〉). Secondly, if the RCFT
has the Γ(M) congruence property and ℓ ∈ Z∗

M , then Gℓ corresponds via ρ to the matrix
(

ℓ 0
0 1

ℓ

)

∈ SL2(M).

The following consequences of (6) are valid whether or not the congruence property
holds.

Proposition 3. Suppose (6b) is valid for all ℓ ∈ Z∗
M . Let N be the order of T :

TN = I.
(a) Then Sab ∈ Q(ξN ) (i.e. we may take M = N above).
(b) Suppose that all ‘quantum-dimensions’ Sa0

S00

are rational. Then the central charge c is
an integer.

(c) Fix any b ∈ Φ. Choose any positive integer Kb for which all ratios Sab

S0b
, as ‘a’ varies

over Φ, lie in the cyclotomic field Q[ξKb
]. Let Mb be least common multiple of Kb with the

order of the root of unity Tbb. Then the ratio Mb/Kb is a divisor of 24 which is coprime
to Kb.

Proof. If σℓT = T , then T ℓ = T so by (6c) we get Gℓ = I, i.e. σℓS = S, and (a) holds.
Fix any b ∈ Φ, and define Kb to be the field generated over Q by all ratios Sab

S0b

∀a ∈ Φ. So Kb ⊆ Q[ξKb
]. Of course

S∗

ab

S0b
=

SCa,b

S0b
∈ Kb and 1

S2

0b

=
∑

a
Sab S∗

ab

S2

0b

∈ Kb.

Choose any σ = σℓ ∈ Gal(Q(ξN )/Kb) — for instance any ℓ ≡ 1 (mod Kb) will work. Then
S2

0b = σ(S0b)
2 = S2

0,σb, so S0b = s S0,σb for some sign s ∈ {±1}. Hence Sab

S0b
= σ Sab

S0b
=

Sa,σb

S0,σb
= s

Sa,σb

S0b
, i.e. Sab = s Sa,σb ∀a. Unitarity of S forces b = σb (and s = +1). Now (6b)

gives T ℓ2

bb = Tbb.

In (b) we restrict to b = 0, and we find that T ℓ2

00 = T00 for all ℓ ∈ Z∗
N . But T00 =

exp[−2πi c/24]. Let n be the denominator of the rational number c/24. Then ℓ2 ≡ 1 (mod
n). But the ‘definition of 24’ says that that congruence can be satisfied for all ℓ ∈ Z∗

n, iff
n divides 24. Hence c ∈ Z.

The more general (c) is only slightly more complicated. Consider ℓ coprime to N , of
the form ℓ = 1 + Kbℓ

′ for some ℓ′. We must have ℓ2 ≡ 1 (mod Nb), where Nb is the order
of the root of unity Tbb. This means Mb/Kb must divide (2 + ℓ′)ℓ′. We are free to choose
any ℓ′ for which 1+Kbℓ

′ is coprime to N ; the reader can quickly use that freedom to prove
(c).

The ‘definition of 24’ is an easy-to-prove little fact about the number 24, which explains
why that number appears in so many places. It states that for any ℓ ∈ Z, the relation
ℓ2 ≡ 1 (mod n) holds for all ℓ coprime to n, iff n divides 24.

Examples of 3(b) are provided e.g. by the finite group orbifolds of holomorphic theories

(see [DVVV], or §4.3 below), or by the WZW theories associated to e.g. D
(1)
ℓ level 2 when

the rank ℓ is a perfect square.
Equations (6) also have consequences for (5). If (6a) holds for some ℓ, then we get
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the alternate expression σℓUac = (U 1

ℓ )ac. Now, suppose (6a) holds for all Galois automor-
phisms σℓ with ℓ ≡ 1 (mod 2e). Then σℓUac = Uac for these ℓ, and hence Uac ∈ Q[ξ2e ].

Let C denote the commutant of the RCFT, i.e. the set of all complex matrices commut-
ing with both S and T . This vector space is interesting because it contains the coefficient
matrix of the genus-one partition function of the theory. Now, [BI] discovered the curious

fact that the commutant of the affine algebra A
(1)
ℓ level k has a basis M1, . . . , Mn consisting

of integral matrices. This was later extended to all affine algebras. We will show in the
next section that this is in fact a generic feature of RCFTs. For any Galois automorphism
σ, applying σ to Ma = SMaS∗ gives that Ma commutes with Gσ, and hence any M ∈ C

commutes with all Gσ. By the double-commutant theorem, we know then that each Gσ

can be written as a polynomial in S, T . Equation (6c) finds that polynomial explicitly for
us, provided (6a) holds for that σ.

The argument giving (6c) is quite general. In particular, consider now any RCFT —

(6a) and the congruence property may or may not be satisfied. Write T(ℓ) := GℓT
1

ℓ2 G−1
ℓ ; it

is diagonal, with entries T(ℓ)aa = T
1

ℓ2

σℓa,σℓa. Equations (6) hold iff T(ℓ) = T . The argument
giving (6c) now yields

Gℓ = ST
1

ℓ ST ℓ
(ℓ)ST

1

ℓ = T ℓST
1

ℓ

( 1

ℓ
)
ST ℓS = ST

1

ℓ

( 1

ℓ
)
ST ℓST

1

ℓ

( 1

ℓ
)
= T ℓ

(ℓ)ST
1

ℓ ST ℓ
(ℓ)S (7)

Again, (7) holds in complete generality. Since by construction the matrix Gℓ is real, we

also get Gℓ = ST ∗ 1

ℓ ST ∗ℓ
(ℓ)ST ∗ 1

ℓ C etc. We are now ready for our second main result.

2.5. The congruence property for RCFTs when T has odd order.

Theorem 4. Consider any RCFT. Let N be the order of T : i.e. TN = I. If N is
odd, then the RCFT obeys the Γ(N) congruence property.

Proof. It was shown in [By] that for any a, b ∈ Φ, the number

Z(a, b) := T
1

2

00T
∗ 1

2

bb

∑

x,y∈Φ

Na
xySbxS0yT 2

yyT−2
xx (8)

is an integer, among other things. We can interpret all fractions as integers (mod N),

as usual. Consider the matrix Z(a) := T
1

2 ST 2NaT ∗2ST ∗ 1

2 where Na is the fusion matrix

(Na)bc = N c
ab. Write Th := T( 1

2
); we know from (7) that G2 = ST

∗ 1

2

h ST ∗2ST
∗ 1

2

h C and

G 1

2

= T
1

2

h ST 2ST
1

2

h S. Thus we can write

Z(a) =T
1

2 T
∗ 1

2

h (G 1

2

ST
∗ 1

2

h S)Na(ST
1

2

h SG2C)T
1

2

h T ∗ 1

2

= T
1

2 T
∗ 1

2

h G 1

2

ST
∗ 1

2

h DaT
1

2

h SG2T
1

2

h T ∗ 1

2

where Da is the diagonal matrix with entries (Da)xx = Sax

S0x
(we used the Verlinde formula

(1) here). Since Da and Th are both diagonal, they commute and we get

Z(a) = T
1

2 T
∗ 1

2

h G 1

2

NCaG2T
1

2

h T ∗ 1

2 .
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Put α = T00T
∗
h 00, then (8) tells us

√
α ǫ 1

2

(0) ǫ 1

2

(b) N
σ 1

2

b

Ca,σ 1

2

0 T
1

2

h bb T
∗ 1

2

bb ∈ Z

for all a, b ∈ Φ. Hence α Th bb T ∗
bb ∈ Q for all b. But it is also an Nth root of unity, and N

is odd, so we find T = αTh = αT( 1

2
). Therefore

I = G2G 1

2

= (α−1ST
1

2 ST 2ST
1

2 )(α−1T
1

2 ST 2ST
1

2 S)

= α−2ST
1

2 ST 2(T−1ST−1C)T 2ST
1

2 S = α−2ST
1

2 (T−1)T
1

2 SC = α−2I

where we made repeated use of (ST )3 = I. Hence α = 1 and T = T( 1

2
), and by Theorem

2(a) we are done.

For clarity, let us repeat the properties of RCFTs used in deriving Theorems 2 and 4.
We used the facts that S and T are both unitary and symmetric, and that T is diagonal
and of finite order. We used Verlinde’s formula (1), or at least the fact that that formula
always yields rational numbers (it should in fact give nonnegative integers). Finally, the
derivation of (8) in [By] required elementary properties of the (N b

aa×N b
aa) braiding matrix

R[b]
aa (= Ωb

aa in the notation of [MS]): he needs its square and trace. All of these are
standard properties of RCFTs [MS].

The condition that T has odd order, can be rephrased in terms of more elementary
quantities of RCFT, namely the central charge c and the conformal weights hi. First note
that we can write any rational number r uniquely as a product of prime numbers raised to
certain integral powers: r =

∏

pai

i . Let t(r) denote the ‘two-ness’ of r, i.e. the exponent of
2 in this prime decomposition of r. For example, t(2.4) = 2, t( 5

3) = 0, t(33.5) = −1. Then
T has odd order, iff t(c) ≥ 3 and t(hi) ≥ 0 for all i.

2.6. Further problems. Additional directions suggested by this work are the follow-
ing. Roughly, they involve the interplay between three topics: the congruence property,
equations (6), and the number fields Q[S] and Q[T ]. See also Conjecture 3 next section.

• Can we prove (6a) uniformly for all RCFT? Take any Galois automorphism σℓ, and

apply σ2
ℓ to the equation (ST )3 = I. We get (GℓSG−1

ℓ T ℓ2)3 = I, i.e.

(ST ′)3 = I , where T ′ := G−1
ℓ T ℓ2Gℓ = T( 1

ℓ
) (9)

We want to show T ′ = T . The point is that the equation (ST )3 = I is strong and
almost uniquely determines T from S, given the facts that T is diagonal and of finite
order. It could be useful to understand to what extent these conditions do determine
T . Clearly, given one solution T of (ST )3 = I, we can always obtain another by
multiplying the matrix by a third root of unity. If S is real, then T ∗ will be another
solution. For a given S there can be additional ‘sporadic’ solutions for T , but there
doesn’t seem to be that many. Thus (9) can be interpreted as suggesting that (6a)
will generically hold.
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• In the case (b) of Theorem 2 (i.e. N a multiple of 6), if we drop e.g. condition (i), can
we at least show that the matrices S and T generate a finite group?

• When we have the congruence property, we should be able to prove equations (6) for
all ℓ. An approach is discussed next section, but it requires additional knowledge of
the RCFT characters.

• Conversely, it is tempting to believe that if equations (6) hold for all ℓ, then we should
have the congruence property. Of course the only question is proving (5) when N is
a multiple of 6. We could accomplish this if we knew that for any N , SL2(N) has a
presentation of the form

SL2(N) ∼= 〈s, t | tN = s4 = 1, (st−1)3 = s2, gas = sg−1
a , gat = ta

2

ga, gagb = gbga

where ga := st
1

a stast
1

a for all a, b ∈ Z∗
N 〉

Lemma 1 says that this convenient but terribly inefficient presentation works whenever
N is not a multiple of 6. We expect this presentation to hold for all N , but we don’t
know a proof. Can anyone help us?

• To our knowledge, the powers of the matrix STS−1 = ρ(

(

1 0
−1 1

)

) have been largely

ignored in RCFT and the studies of the associated representations of the modular
group, but they do play a role in the mathematical theory, as Theorem 2(b) demon-
strates. We give an example of how to study this, at the beginning of section 4.

• We expect that the Γ(N) congruence property should imply that all entries Sab lie in
the cyclotomic field Q[ξN ]. We know [CG] the Sab lie in some cyclotomic field, but
the question here is whether they lie in that specific one. We know this will hold if
(6) holds for all ℓ. We know from basic results in modular functions theory (see e.g.
[L]) that the Fourier coefficients for each cha(−1/τ) will lie in Q[ξN ] provided cha is
fixed by Γ(N). This last statement is sometimes (see e.g. [ES]) taken (prematurely
it seems to us) to imply that each Sab ∈ Q[ξN ] when the Γ(N) congruence property
holds. The problem is the usual one: the characters cha(τ) in an RCFT won’t in
general be linearly independent, so we can’t read off S from (2a). We will return to
this question next section.

• The automorphism group of each PSL2(p
n) is known [MD], and from this it is straight-

forward to obtain the automorphism group of each SL2(p
n). In particular, for p > 5

the automorphisms are generated by the Galois ones s 7→ gℓs, t 7→ tℓ for each ℓ
coprime to p, together with the inner ones a 7→ bab−1 for each b ∈ SL2(p

n) — in par-
ticular the outer automorphism group Out(SL2(p

n)) ∼= Z/2Z. There are additional
automorphisms for p = 2, 3, 5. Perhaps it can be hoped that for some N , there will
be some kind of generalisation of the Galois action (3) corresponding to nonGalois
automorphisms in Out(SL2(N)). We briefly return to this next section.

• It is clearly desirable to try to extend our results to any rational vertex operator alge-
bra. The main barrier is that Verlinde’s formula (1) is not yet known to give rationals
there (or even to be defined!). Theorem 1 in [DLM] shows that for any rational VOA
obeying the technical finiteness condition ‘C2’, T will have finite order. Again sub-
ject to the C2 condition, Theorem 5.3.3 in [Z] (see also Theorem 3 in [DLM]) shows

12



that the characters cha(τ) for a rational VOA will all be holomorphic in the upper
half-plane, and define a representation of SL2(Z). This C2 condition is conjectured to
hold for all rational VOAs. A discussion of VOAs in RCFT is provided e.g. by [H3].

3. Explaining some curiousities

See also [B] for some related comments.

3.1. The RCFT Galois action reinterpreted. The Galois action [CG] in RCFT seems
somewhat mysterious, but actually it is a special case of one known since early this century.
A cyclotomic Galois action arises naturally in modular functions (see e.g. Chapter 6 of [L]).
In particular, let f(τ) = qc

∑∞
n=0 anqn/N be a modular function for Γ(N), with coefficients

an in Q[ξN ]. Choose any ℓ ∈ Z∗
N and write hℓ for any matrix in Γ congruent (mod N) to

(

ℓ 0
0 1

ℓ

)

. Then we get the remarkable formula [L]

f(hℓτ) = qc
∞
∑

n=0

σℓ(an) qn/N (10a)

which will also be a modular function for Γ(N).
Now let cha(τ) be the characters for an RCFT obeying the congruence property.

Apply this Galois action to cha(sτ): we find

cha(hℓsτ) =
∑

b∈Φ

σℓ(Sab) chb(τ) (10b)

and hence ρ(hℓ) = Gℓ, as in (6c).
As mentioned in §2, arguments of these kind break down in most RCFTs, because

they assume that the RCFT characters are linearly independent. Introducing additional
variables into VOA (hence RCFT) characters can be done quite generally, as will be dis-
cussed more fully in [GG]. Variants of Jacobi forms [EZ] often arise in this way (these
have a ‘linear’ ~z-dependence as well as the ‘quadratic’ τ dependence, in analogy with the
function theta θ(τ, z) discussed in §2). Jacobi forms behave essentially the same as mod-
ular functions, and the analogue of the cyclotomic Galois action was worked out in [Be]
(he restricted to a single variable z, but his argument extends to vectors ~z). We find that
the above ρ(hℓ) = Gℓ observation carries over. Also, the representation of Γ (or SL2(N))
arising from these Jacobi functions will have matrix entries in the field Q[ξN ].

SL2(N) has automorphisms defined by s 7→ hℓs, t 7→ tℓ, for any ℓ ∈ Z∗
N . Looking at

t, it is easy to show that the ℓth automorphism is inner (i.e. given by M 7→ V MV −1 for
some V ∈ SL2(N)), iff ℓ is a perfect square mod N . These automorphisms are precisely the
Galois actions on modular functions for congruent subgroups, and are precisely the Galois
actions in RCFT when that RCFT obeys the congruence property. Thus in hindsight it
seems that we should have taken the presence of the RCFT Galois action of [CG] as a
strong hint that the Γ representation ρ there factors through a congruence subgroup, or,
if we already suspected that ρ factors through one, then we should have started looking
for an action on our RCFT data of the Galois group Z∗

N .
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This discussion, and the results of our paper, lead us to propose the following strength-
ening of Conjecture 1:

Conjecture 3. All RCFTs have the Γ(N) congruence property, where N is the order

of T : in particular

(

0 1
−1 0

)

7→ S,

(

1 1
0 1

)

7→ T defines a representation of SL2(N). In

addition, each entry Sab lies in Q[ξN ], where ξN := exp[2πi/N ], and equations (6) hold for
all σ ∈ Gal(Q[ξN ]/Q).

3.2. Integral bases for commutants. The congruence property can also be used to
provide an explanation for the existence of an integral basis for the commutant (see the
discussion near the end of §2.4). In particular:

Proposition 5. Suppose the matrices S and T obey both the Γ(N) congruence prop-
erty as well as equations (6). Let C denote all the complex matrices M commuting with
both S and T . Then C has a basis (over C) consisting of integral matrices.

Proof. We know from Proposition 3 that the entries of S, T lie in the cyclotomic field
Q[ξN ]. Certainly C will have a basis M1, . . . , Mn with entries from Q[ξN ]. Rescaling M1

appropriately, we may assume some entry (M1)i1,j1 equals 1. Subtracting M1 from the
other Ma, we can assume all other (Ma)i1,j1 = 0. Continue inductively in this way: we
get indices (i1, j1), . . . , (in, jn) such that (Ma)ib,jb

= δab.
Choose any M ∈ C with entries from Q[ξN ], and any Galois automorphism σ = σℓ.

Then M commutes with the matrix Gσ, by (6c). From the calculations

S(σM)S−1 =σ((SGσ) M(G−1
σ S−1)) = σM ,

T (σℓM)T−1 =σℓ(T
1

ℓ MT− 1

ℓ ) = σℓM ,

we see that σM also lies in C.
Now let Ma =

∑

σMa, where the sum is over all σ ∈ Gal(Q[ξN ]/Q). Then Ma will
have rational entries, they will be linearly independent, and they will all lie in C. Hence
they constitute a basis for C.

3.3. The observations of Bantay. We will conclude with a discussion of the remarkable
observation in [By]: the numbers Z(a, b) defined in (8) are integers, congruent to N b

aa (mod
2), and |Z(a, b)| ≤ N b

aa. This observation seems highly nontrivial: for instance taking a = 0
tells us that

√

T00T ∗
bb

∑

d

SdbS0d = ±δ0b

where the sum is over all self-conjugate d (i.e. all d = Cd), and this seems difficult to prove
without using either the methods of [By] or this paper.

That the Z(a, b) are integers played an important role in our proof of Theorem 4.
Assuming T has odd order, we can turn the Theorem 4 argument around now, and what
we find is Z(a) = G 1

2

NCaG2, where the matrix Z(a) is defined in the proof of Theorem 4.

Z(a, b) is the (0, Cb) entry of Z(Ca), namely

Z(a, b) = ǫ 1

2

(0) ǫ 1

2

(b) NCσb
a,σ0
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where for readability we write σ for the Galois permutation σ 1

2

. So Z(a, b) will indeed
always be an integer, at least when N is odd. This is a consequence of the fact that the
N odd RCFT must obey the congruence property (i.e. Theorem 4). The remainder of
Bantay’s observation now reduces to

Nσb
a,σ0 ≡ NCb

aa (mod 2) and Nσb
a,σ0 ≤ NCb

aa

which cannot be proved using the methods of this paper. Nevertheless, we see that Bantay’s
‘Frobenius-Schur indicator’ Z(a, 0), which equals 0 or ±1 if Ca 6= a or a is real/pseudo-real,
respectively, will never be negative here. Hence:

Corollary 6. When T has odd order, the RCFT will have no pseudo-real primary
fields.

In addition, for N odd we get the surprising fact that there exists an a ∈ Φ (namely
a = σ 1

2

0) with the property that N b
aa 6= 0 iff b = Cb, in which case N b

aa = 1. In a colourful
phrase suggested to us by M.A. Walton,

the sum of the self-conjugate primary fields has a (fusion) square-root!

For a concrete example, the affine algebra A
(1)
2 at even level k has N odd, and σ 1

2

0

there equals the weight (0, k
2
, k

2
). Hence we get the fusion rules

(0,
k

2
,
k

2
)× (0,

k

2
,
k

2
) = (k, 0, 0), (k− 2, 1, 1), . . . , (0,

k

2
,
k

2
) ,

with all multiplicities equal to 1.
Note that in fact we have shown a little more: any entry of Z(a) is manifestly an

integer. Thus this aspect of [By] can be generalised, at least for odd N : the quantities

Z(a, b, d) :=
√

TddT ∗
bb

∑

x,y∈Φ

Na
xySbxSdyT 2

yyT ∗2
xx = ǫ 1

2

(d) ǫ 1

2

(b) NCσb
a,σd

will always be integers, for any a, b, d ∈ Φ (the case d = 0 reduces to [By]). Also, there is
nothing special about the number ‘2’ here. In particular, let ℓ be coprime to the order N
of T (which we no longer assume to be odd), and assume that ℓ satisfies (6a). Then the
numbers

Zℓ(a, b, d) := T
1

ℓ

ddT
∗ 1

ℓ

bb

∑

x,y∈Φ

Na
xySbxSdyT ℓ

yyT ∗ℓ
xx

will all be integral. It would be very interesting to find an interpretation for those numbers.

4. Examples

4.1. Lattice theories. Consider first the RCFT corresponding to a single compactified
boson, or equivalently a 1-dimensional lattice theory or U(1) theory. Take the lattice to be√

nZ where n is an even integer. The primary fields are labelled by a ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n −
1} = Φ. The (full-variable) character for a ∈ Φ is proportional to Ψa(nτ,

√
nz) =

∑

m∈Z
exp[2πi

√
n (m + a

n )z + nπi (m + a
n )2τ ]. The transformation law of the Ψa can be
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read off from that of θ3(τ, z) = Ψ0(τ, z), first found by Poisson and Jacobi (c. 1830). The
resulting S and T matrices are

Sab =
1√
n

exp[2πi
ab

n
] , Tab = exp[πi

a2

n
− πi

1

12
] δab .

We already know this theory satisfies the congruence property, because the characters are
theta functions. However let’s try to see it from Theorem 2. The order N here is the
least-common-multiple of 24 and 2n. The Galois permutation is σℓa = ℓa taken mod n,
for any ℓ coprime to n. Equation (6b) then is obviously satisfied, so it suffices to verify (5).

Now, Uac = exp[−πim/12]
n S(m, 2a− 2c, n), where S(a, b, c) is the generalised Gauss sum

S(a, b, c) :=

c−1
∑

k=0

exp[πi (ak2 + bk)/c] .

S(a, b, c) obeys an important symmetry, called reciprocity, due originally to Genocchi
(1852) — see e.g. [Bt] for a modern proof and generalisation. In particular,

S(a, b, c) =

√

∣

∣

∣

c

a

∣

∣

∣
exp[πi {sgn(ac)− b2/ac}/4] S(−c,−b, a) .

Applying this to Uac, we find

Uac =
exp[πi (−m/12 + 1/4− (a− c)2/mn)]√

mn

m−1
∑

b=0

e2πi (c−a)b/m

using the facts that m divides n, and m is odd and n even. Hence Uac 6= 0 iff m divides
a− c, which implies that m divides a2 − c2, and we are done.

Note that this gives an immediate proof that for any n-dimensional even Euclidean
lattice Λ, and any vector g ∈ Λ∗ (the dual lattice), the Jacobi theta function

Θ(g + Λ)(τ, z) :=
∑

x∈g+Λ

exp[πix2τ + 2πix · z]

will be fixed by some Γ(N) (up to the usual factors). Indeed, we can express Θ(g + Λ) as
a homogeneous degree n polynomial in the 1-dimensional Ψa by using Gram-Schmidt to
find in Λ an n-dimensional orthogonal sublattice.

4.2. Affine theories. Consider next any affine algebra X
(1)
r at level k. There is

associated a well-known representation S, T of Γ [KP] — the primaries are labelled by the
highest-weights λ ∈ P k

+(Xr), and for instance we have

Tλλ = exp[πi
(λ + ρ)2

k + h∨
− πi

dimXr

12
] .
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Because of the (Jacobi) theta function expression for the affine characters, we again know
this representation of Γ factors through Γ(N), where N can be taken to be (k + h∨)n for

some n (e.g. n = 24 (r + 1) works for A
(1)
r ). Provided N is not a multiple of 6 (e.g. A

(1)
r

level k when k and r are both even) this also follows from Theorem 2, as we’ll now see.
Equations (6) are trivial to verify for the affine algebras: for any Galois automorphism,

σℓ(λ) can be interpreted as the unique weight λ+ ∈ P k
+(Xr) for which

λ+ + ρ = w(ℓ(λ + ρ)) + (k + h∨)α

where w lies in the (finite) Weyl group and α lies in the coroot lattice of Xr. Hence the
norms ℓ2(λ+ρ)2 and (λ+ +ρ)2 are congruent mod 2(k +h∨), so relation (6b) holds — the
constant factor exp[−πi dimXr/12] in Tλλ causes no problems, because of the ‘definition
of 24’:

gcd(ℓ, 24) = 1 ⇒ ℓ2 ≡ 1 (mod 24) .

4.3. Orbifold theories. Another important, and in many ways behaviourally opposite,
example of RCFT modular data, is associated to any finite (discrete) group G [DVVV].
For any a ∈ G, the conjugacy class associated to a is the set of all elements of the form
g−1ag. Fix a set R consisting of one representative for each conjugacy class of G. By
CG(a) we mean the centraliser of a in G: i.e. the subgroup consisting of all elements in G
which commute with a. The primary fields here are pairs (a, χ), where a ∈ R and χ is the
character of an irreducible representation of CG(a). Here

T(a,χ),(b,χ′) = δa,b δχ,χ′

χ(a)

χ(e)

where e is the identity of G. This data corresponds to the RCFT obtained by orbifolding
a holomorphic RCFT by G.

The order N of T here is the exponent of G (i.e. the smallest positive integer such that
aN = e for all a ∈ G). Again, it was already known that the corresponding modular data
factors through Γ(N). One way to see this follows from the treatment in [KSSB]. Let C(G)
be the space of all functions f : G ×G → C satisfying two conditions: f(g, h) = 0 unless

gh = hg, and f(aga−1, aha−1) = f(g, h) ∀a ∈ G. Γ acts on these by f((g, h)

(

a b
c d

)

) =

f(gahc, gbhd). (This strange-looking action of Γ on G×G is related to the natural action
of Γ on the fundamental group π1(torus) ∼= Z2.) This turns out to be the Γ representation
appearing in the RCFT — this construction shows that its kernel clearly contains Γ(N).

Once again, it is immediate that (6b) holds. In particular, the Galois permutation (3)

takes (a, χ) to (baℓb−1, σℓχ
b−1

), where b ∈ G is chosen so that baℓb−1 ∈ R, and χg denotes
the function χg(h) := χ(ghg−1). Thus Tσ(a,χ),σ(a,χ) = σ2T(a,χ),(a,χ), which is (6b).

4.4. The congruence test of Hsu. Finally, we should point out that Lemma 1 provides
a presentation for SL2(N) which may be more natural and hence useful than the one given
in [H] for N even but not a power of 2. In this case, Hsu [H] combined the generators and
relations of Mennicke and Behr [M,BM] to obtain the following presentation of SL2(N).
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Write N = 2em where m is odd, and define d as in Lemma 1. Then a presentation for
SL2(N) is

〈L, R |LN = [a, r] = [b, l] = (ab−1a)4 = (lr−1l)4 = 1, (ab−1a)2 = (b−1a)3 = (b2a− 1

2 )3,

(lr−1l)2 = (r−1l)3 = (sr5lr−1l)3, (lr−1l)−1s(lr−1l) = s−1, s−1rs = r25,

where a = L1−d, b = R1−d, l = Ld, r = Rd, s = l20r
1

5 l−4r−1〉

The advantage of ours, perhaps, is that our relations involve the automorphisms of
the group and so should be easier to identify and verify in practice. This may permit a
practical simplification of the congruence subgroup test in [H]. We also have one fewer
relation.

Fewer relations even than Lemma 1(c) would be obtained by using the 2 relation pre-
sentation of SL2(odd) in [CR], together with e.g. our 5 relation presentation of SL2(2

e). It
should be pointed out that provided N is not a multiple of 210, a much better presentation
of SL2(N) (with at most 6 relations) is given by our Lemma 1(a),(b).
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